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Steam locomotives had tyred wheels
Spoked wheel centres were casted in steel

Rolled tyres were made of steel
This design was used for around 130 years also for 

electric locomotives





The presence of rods forced the use of 
inboard bearings
Spokes were needed to reach journals
Wheel centres were rough (wooden models)
Many steam locos ended their life with 
original wheel centres

… I know what I am talking about!
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04 Jan 1993



The Queen of German locomotives… DB E 03 (103)
Co’-Co’ wheel arrangement
Max speed 200 km/h (280 km/h during tests)
Short-term maximum power output 10.400 kW (1733 kW/axle) 



Incredibly, this locomotive had tyred wheels



The Queen of Italian locomotives… FS E444
Bo’-Bo’ wheel arrangement
Max speed 200 km/h
Short-term maximum power output 6.600 kW (1650 kW/axle) 



Incredibly, this locomotive had tyred wheels



But life goes on… and in Italy the future was represented at that time by ETR500
One loco (E404.000) and some coaches were produced for testing
On 25.5.1989, the ETRX500 train reached 316 km/h



Two trainsets, called ETR Y 500, were put in service in 1990 for the football world 
championship
One of them reached 321 km/h in 1991, that represented the speed record in Italy 
until 3.2.2009 (362 km/h)
These two trains (with different locos) are still in service as diagnostic trains for RFI 
(ETR500 Y1 AIACE ed ETR500 Y2 DIA.MAN.TE.)



As we were often told that centrifugal forces are incompatible with high speed, we
designed a «tyred ETR1000 wheel» and we checked what happened at 300 km/h…



All the locomotives (E404.000 and E404.001-004) had monobloc wheels.
Incredibly, all passenger coaches had tyred wheels.
Wheel centres had a corrugated web.
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It was decided to purchase new trains with both driven and trailer monobloc wheels



Noise testing was performed on old and new wheels with an original device



New monobloc wheels were lighter and «dynamically optimized»
During tests, it was found that new wheels were on the average 7 dB(A) noisier than
tyred wheels
Wheel treatments were then developed trying to reduce the noise of monobloc 
wheels, but noise abatement never reached the values of tyred wheels



12th International Wheelset Congress in Qingdao, 21-25.9.2018
Some Japanese colleagues found out that resilient wheels «are expected to have
some significant effect on reducing track deterioration»



June 5, 1998: one of the 
saddest days in the history of 
railways.
ICE 884 Munich-Hamburg 
derailed near Eschede, killing
101 people.
The train was equipped with 
resilient wheels BA 064 to 
reduce vibrations.
No regulations existed to 
develop tyred wheels.



Technical investigations were published short after hearings and sentence
It was discovered that the accident happened for a «rare or singular event»
This accident marked the end or tyred wheels in high speed, but this was a nonsense



Some intermediate conclusions

It is FALSE that tyred wheels are not suitable for high 
tractive effort

It is FALSE that tyred wheels are not suitable for high speed

It is TRUE that tyred wheels not suitable for drag braking

It is TRUE that tyred wheels are not suitable for freight 
wagons (but…)

It MAY be TRUE that tyred wheels are quieter than 
monobloc wheels

It is FALSE that the Eschede accident proved that tyre 
wheels are bad for high speed



Then something changed at an international level…

This provision is necessary to avoid tyre loosening during drag braking…



Then something changed at an international level…

This consider instead any kind of rolling stock



…as well as at an European level

Tyred wheel are never mentioned and they will never be anymore…



So, the main question is:
If tyred wheels are 

suitable for most of the 
railway vehicles, why
did they disappear???


